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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction

All European cities undergo a transition toward a sustainable, net zero-carbon energy system. When
the EU FP7 funded project City-zen started there was no Paris Climate Agreement yet. The topic of
climate neutral cities was present but less widespread. The Paris Agreement in 2015 created urgency.
Nowadays the climate change discussion is continuously present in the media. In the Netherlands,
natural gas in the building environment will be phased out by 2050. Citizens are aware things are going
to change. They are concerned: how will this affect their daily lives? How should they prepare? Where
to start?
One of City-zen’s demonstrations is task WP5.2 ‘Retrofitting Amsterdam towards zero energy
building.’ Private homeowners, owners associations and housing corporations in Amsterdam made
use of the European City-zen subsidy to retrofit their building to increase energy efficiency: “buildings
and dwellings taking part in the retrofitting demonstration in Amsterdam have to implement energy
measures to achieve max 70kWh/m2/yr.”

LIVING LAB REPORT
This deliverable showcases appealing examples of several innovative concepts from the retrofitting
projects in Amsterdam. The experiences and stories of the homeowners help others to learn about
energy renovation and the transition from gas to other heat sources. We aim to chart the encountered
struggles homeowners face in different situations. And to share lessons learned.
This report covers 14 out of the 66 retrofitting projects with appealing examples of several innovative
concepts. Consider them early adaptors in energy renovation, looking for ways to make their homes
more energy efficient. Reasons to retrofit their homes vary; settle in a new place, fit their jobs, practice
what you preach, increase living comfort, minimize energy bills, interested in energy technology.
These residents were driven and enthusiastic. And brave, too, because knowledge of energy (neutral)
renovation was (and often still is) not wide-spread, although there is progress. It is quite challenging
because every home requires a different approach or deals with different requirements from the
environment. In this report lessons learned from residents are alternated with technology background
information. The projects, guided with results from the BEST table, have been carried out between
2016 and 2018.
The most important energy renovation measures are:
- Insulation measures, e.g. double glazing, roof and floor insulation or exterior façade
insulation;
- Generating decentralized renewable energy (electricity/heat), e.g. PV panels, solar water
heater, wind turbines, biomass and geothermal energy;
- Heating installations, e.g. heat pumps, bio-based stove, connection to district heating
network;
- Demand controlled ventilation to reduce air tightness.
NOTE: some of the technology blocks refer to the Catalogue of Measures. The final version will be
delivered at the end of 2019 City-zen so keep in mind that some texts are under construction. The
latest version will be uploaded on the City-zen website in Q4 2019.

p. 6
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We believe the learnings from the living lab examples could be highly applicable to residents in the
Netherlands, Europe and for municipalities who want to inform residents in the existing housing stock
about energy renovation possibilities. Key learnings are:
• Residents have a great need for energy renovation expertise in existing housing stock. For
example: information about all the (technological) possibilities that are available, lists of
preferred energy renovation builders.
• The increased living comfort of insulated dwellings is a real benefit. The participants
experience a more comfortable and a healthier home.
• Financial flexibility seems a prerequisite for renovation projects. It would be interesting to find
out how energy renovations can be made available for all income brackets.
• PER-SE-VER-ANCE: You need steadfastness in doing despite difficulty or delay in achieving
success.

DISSEMINATION
We have started to spread learnings from the retrofitting projects through various media in
Amsterdam, for example on the website of Nul20. The Amsterdam organization 02025, which focuses
on citizen participation, published several City-zen renovation projects on their website 02025 (in
Dutch). The municipality of Amsterdam organizes events based on ‘removing houses from the gas
connection’. Several City-zen subsidizers have shared their lessons learned at those events. The
‘sustainable housing route’ is an annual event in The Netherlands and for the past years City-zen
subsidizers have opened their houses to people interested in energy renovations. Social housing
corporations created a model apartment for tenants before renovation started in order to let them
experience the dwelling after renovation. We will create a ‘living lab’ booklet to share during the Cityzen Days and we will continue to disseminate the learnings through interviews, presentations and
(online) articles.

p. 7
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CHAPTER 2 – Decentralized renewable energy
and Smart design

TWO BECOME ONE ENERGY PLANT
Building category:
Apartment

City-zen subsidy:
€ 6,300

Who?
Jan Pel

Producing nearly all your own electricity and heat in the middle of the city. Jan (25, student) decided
to go for it and turned his home – an apartment of close to 50 m² (constructed in 1880) in Amsterdam
Oud-West - into a small sustainable energy plant. This type of stacked dwelling is common in
Amsterdam.

2

The construction drawings had already been made when renovation started. The constructor
asked Jan and his mother Paulien if they considered to apply a number of sustainable measures
in the apartment. “I was pretty mad at myself that I had not thought of that myself!” Paulien
said.

126
40,446

Maximum use was made of the roof’s surface. Because Jan’s sister lives in the apartment above,
they chose to fit one installation servicing both apartments. Smart, because this saves costs in
purchasing and space.

-1890

Measures:
▪ Insulation of facades inside and outside
▪ PV-panels
▪ Buffer tank (500 liters)
▪ Air/water heat pump
▪ Low temperature heating through convectors

42,336
105%

Background information: The Association of Owners
In the Netherlands, when you buy a property in a building with other apartments, you will
become member of the VvE or Vereniging van Eigenaren: The Owners Association. The
Owners Association is responsible for the common parts of the building such as the hall(s),
roof, wall(s), elevator and other shared properties as well as for maintenance, insurance,
and enforcement of house rules. In annual meetings with all owners, decisions are made
about the building. Decisions in these meetings require a majority vote. For specific
decisions, a majority is required. In this case the owner Jan requested the Owners
Association to place PV panels on the roof. The Owners Association agreed. Keep in mind
that it could take valuable time to collect the votes. Source:
https://www.blenheim.nl/blogs/1192/Dutch-Owners-Association

Read the project “No guts no glorious PV panels” on the next page:
Frank and Judith give advice now for placing PV panels via website
zonne-adviseurs.nl and published an article: “In 10 steps to a owners
association on PV panels” (in Dutch).
p. 8
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Lessons learned
• Work with a builder you really trust.
• Do not always choose the cheapest options. You get what you pay for. In the end cheap
options could turn out to be more expensive.
• Start on time! Before you know it, it is too late to make (small) adjustments.

NO GUTS NO GLORIOUS PV PANELS
Building category:
apartment

City-zen subsidy:
€ 2,800

Who?
Frank Boon / Judith Roodenrijs

In April 2015 the general owners association meeting of 80 apartments took place. Owners Frank and
Judith asked the question if it was possible to place solar panels on the rooftop. The owners
association did not seem to have a strategy in place regarding this issue. Frank and Judith had to figure
out who could provide more information.

17,752
3,808
13,944

Because their owners association had little to no experience with renewable energy generation,
and there was no procedure in place time and effort invested to gain support of other apartment
owners to install solar panels was tremendous.

56

In March 2017 a plan was presented to collectively install solar panels on the rooftop of the
apartment building. Although a complete plan was presented, no mandate was given to carry
out the project. Plan B came into effect; to individually ask permission to place solar panels on
the rooftop. And, waiting again for the next meeting to be able to put this topic back on the
agenda.

1

A year later, at the next general meeting, the chairman proposed to include a strategy regarding
solar panels in the procedural rules. Six months further down the road it turned out that
strategies regarding solar panels had no place in the rules of procedure. Meanwhile Frank and
Judith had already figured out that many other apartment owners in their building shared their
interest in solar panels and that some had already installed panels themselves. So, they decided
to conduct research on all the options and costs on how to collectively install solar panels for all
owners. This idea was embraced by the other apartment owners.

79%

Lessons learned
• You can do it yourself (as long as you invest the time and have the guts).
• Ask for professional help if needed.
• Take enough time to gain support for collective measures (in case of an owners
association). This project could have finished earlier if the rooftop was not collectively owned.

p. 9
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PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH – BELIEVER IN MAXIMUM ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Building category:
Apartment

City-zen subsidy:
€ 6,300

Who?
Wigger Verschoor

Wigger started his inspiring and innovative energy efficient home renovation in Amsterdam-North
because he moved house. “As project leader I work on projects bringing existing homes towards zero
in Zaandam, a city close to Amsterdam. So, practice what you preach.” This renovation is an example
of an affordable renovation where the gas connection is removed and considerable savings in energy
consumption are made.

1

Measures:
▪ Air-water heat pump (buffer tank 400 liters)
▪ Increase diameter of pipes for better heat dissipation
▪ Smart radiators (set the temperature for each room separately)
▪ HR ++ ‘double’ glazed windows and wooden window frames instead of single glazed in
steel frames…

126
37,548
7,560

The right example
Like the previous example, this is also a stacked dwelling. The combination with a heat pump,
buffer tank and instant heaters ideally functions with generated and stored heat. Together with
the improved energy performance of the windows this renovation is a simple and easy to copy.
Moreover, Wigger chose for a 100% renewable energy supplier.

29,988

“I am proud of the cascading heating system from my heat pump, the buffer tank and the instant
heaters”. Cascading heat means to use the highest temperature for the functions that need high
temperature heat and use the cooler outlet water elsewhere, where the temperature flowing
through the installation can be less. This can be done within a house or building, but also in an
entire district. For example: One party uses energy to create high heat. The residual heat is
passed on to another party which can use a lower temperature of heat.

80%

Technology: Smart design radiators

These radiators are very efficient, possess optimal heat transfer properties, a high heat
output and extreme durability (30+ years). Due to the large surface of the plastic interior
their performance is similar to that of conventional steel radiators. The environmental
impact is minimized by less material use. Transportation and waste processing is minimized.
Source: City-zen Catalogue of measures
Wigger: “It is very important to find a
contractor and installer who is
knowledgeable and trustworthy, with a
good track record and who works with
specified prices. Ask other people for
advice and read up about renovations. It
takes a lot of time and energy, but you also
get a lot in return!”
Photo: Wigger in front of his buffer tank
Interview by Esther Somers | https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/posts/an-interview-with-city-zen-recipient-wigger-verschoor-q601ihg9

p. 10
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YOU CAN! DO IT YOURSELF
Building category:
Corner house

City-zen subsidy:
€ 6,500

Who?
Eva van der Laan

This old dike house built in the 1920s is one big heat leak. Eva took the unique opportunity to introduce
energy-saving measures for the entire home: a complete renovation and replacement of the heating
system and water installation with new piping. The goals were to reduce energy usage, CO2
emissions and the energy bill whilst improving comfort of living. And with a relatively modest budget
(max. € 20,000). For Eva the hybrid heating system was a deliberate choice. “The renewable air-towater heat pump with a gas boiler offers me the right balance between comfort, sustainability and
costs.”

47,580
5,460
42,120
89%

Infrared heating panels
Eva placed infrared heating panels (electricity from PV panels) in the toilet and bathroom. These
are examples of suitable rooms for infrared panels; rooms that are not used often. It is a waste
to keep these rooms warm all day long. These panels react on activity, so they switch on only
when the room is being used. Infrared panels can be a sustainable solution for the environment.
For central heating it is less suitable, unless your house is optimally insulated. The panels radiate
heat very locally.

130

Eva: “We enjoyed receiving the
annual energy bill, it was a thrill!
With the measures taken, we
reduced
our
energy
bill
substantially”

1

Measures:
▪ Insulate walls with stone wool insulation
▪ Install floor and roof insulation
▪ HR++ and HR+++ glazed windows
▪ Insulating hot water pipes
▪ PV panels
▪ Hybrid heat pump to reduce gas consumption
to a minimum
▪ Infrared heating panels for spaces that are less
often used

Lessons learned by Eva
• We had the chance to do a lot ourselves. Therefore, we had control over the applied measures. It
definitely helped that we had some kind of pre-knowledge about sustainability and renewable
energy.
• It is difficult to find reliable, independent and helpful advice. Advisers have their own ‘darlings’
and take on making houses more sustainable. In general, contractors find it difficult to venture off
the beaten track. They are not enthusiastic about new ideas and think along insufficiently.
• The sector is quite conservative and self-interest is key. The supplier calculated too few PV panels.
The contractor found out that more PV panels could be installed, but his supervisor was not happy
with his advice.
• A reliable, independent point of contact would be very helpful. Practical knowledge about energy
saving and renewable energy for house owners was limited. One of the things that was hard to
find out was if a heat pump also works with normal radiators. In the end it appeared that floor
heating is ideal.

p. 11
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CHAPTER 3 – Insulation

THE BIG BAD WOLF IS NOT UP TO BLOWING THIS STRAW INSULATION DOWN
Building category:
Ground floor apartment

City-zen subsidy:
€ 3,900

Who?
Oscar Vrij

3,978
12,948
76%

Background information: Straw Insulation

16,926

Measures:
▪ Straw walls with clay plaster
▪ Floor, facade insulation
▪ Low temperature wall heating
▪ Paper pulp as roof insulation
▪ Green roof
▪ HR+++ (high yield glazing) ‘triple’ glazed windows

78

This strong insulation is built with straw walls and wood fiber boards. The floor and the roof are
insulated with foam concrete on the floor and paper pulp in the roof. Which is wrapped up with
a green roof; covered with vegetation. In the summer months a green roof has a heat regulating
effect, a natural air conditioning! The vegetation reflects most of the direct sunlight.

1

Oscar lives with his family in a ground floor apartment from the 1920s. This dwelling is extended
by a straw-insulated expansion. This perfectly fits his wish to renovate sustainably and
ecologically while creating a healthy indoor climate. Besides the energy saving improvements,
he wanted to make this renovation sustainable concerning energy, transport, materials and
waste.

1.) Renewable– It’s a renewable resource which is typically composted or burned.
2.) Straw is natural and non-toxic, plus it doesn’t require much processing and delivery
to a building site.
3.) Less Wood for the Frame – reducing demand on forest resources.
4.) Great Climate Control – Bales offer super insulation from the heat or cold or noise
outside, providing a quiet, comfortable living space.
https://greenbuildingelements.com/2009/03/09/straw-insulation-for-the-home/

p. 12
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Lessons learned by Oscar:

•
Someone can make a difference in energy savings with heat
recovery. We only learned this afterwards, unfortunately.
•
We got in conflict with our contractor which made this project more
difficult than necessary. At all times, be businesslike, make a contract
about the agreements.
•
We hope that the straw, loam, timber construction sector will
become more mature. That prevents discussions with the constructor.

IT IS THE MAN BEHIND ‘THE GREEN HAMMER’ THAT BUILDS THE
HOUSE

Building category:
Canal house

City-zen subsidy:
€ 16,500

Who?
Daan & Joost Lucas

Brothers Daan and Joost had the opportunity to buy and renovate a canal house. Turn four
apartments in energy neutral homes and gaining experience in sustainable building were the main
goals. These learnings are of much value for the construction company ‘De Groene Hamer – The Green
Hammer’ of Joost.

73,700
12,730
60,970
83%

Lessons learned by Daan and Joost
• The largest difficulty has been the malfunctioning of the ‘groene palen’ (geothermal piles).
• The overall result; well insulated and comfortable homes, fitted with state-of-the-art
installations that lead to a zero-energy-house.

335

Smart thermal insulation
“With the supplier Kingspan Insulation, we designed a new insulation system in which you don’t
need screws on the Kingspan insulation shell. Traditionally the insulation layer is placed between
the metal studs. In this case it is placed on top of the metal studs, to prevent heat leakage via the
studs. The cooperation with was very successful. This company gave all kinds of tips for
improvement, which resulted in even higher insulation results than expected.

5

Measures:
▪ Roof insulation, ground floor insulation
▪ HR++ glazing
▪ Heat pump, combined with geothermal piles
▪ PV solar panels, sun collectors, heat saving ventilation, active thermostat
▪ Shower heat recovery, water saving showers and taps
▪ LED lighting, AAA+ kitchen appliances

Most of the energy measures mentioned above were commissioned and installed by the developers
and their own subcontractors, which didn’t lead to any difficulties. However, the geothermal piles
were part of the builders’ commission. This turned out to be a difficult situation, since the builder
appeared to be less experienced in installing these than expected. This resulted in the unfortunate
situation where a number of piles are still malfunctioning, resulting in too little capacity for the heat
pump to work as expected. The experience of the builder with the installation of geothermal piles
should have been assessed more thoroughly beforehand.

p. 13
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Daan: “Although it has been a
tough process and we have met
some difficulties along the way,
we are proud of what we have
achieved.”

p. 14
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CHAPTER 4 – Heating

NO OFFENCE! A FENCE AS A HEAT PANEL
Building category:
Ground floor apartment

City-zen subsidy:
€ 8,750

Who?
Frits Verhoef

Frits and his family live in a ground floor apartment. He wanted to balance energy usage with
renewable energy. His main goal was to show that it is possible to stop using gas without huge
investments even in the old city center. In this poorly insulated house (constructed in 1880), no roof
was available for solar panels. “Now what?” Frits thought. The garden seemed to be the solution. This
creative thinking resulted in 40 m2 aluminum ‘Triple Solar’ collectors positioned vertically along the
garden fence. A discrete black fence that surrounds the garden with a total surface of 30 m2. Normally
a heat pump uses either the ground or the air as an energy source. This pump uses a combination of
the outside air and the sun.

13,082
43,255
77%

‘Triple Solar’
The Triple Solar is not a normal heat pump panel. The panel was designed to generate heat
even when the sun does not shine. That is possible because in addition to generating heat
from sun- and daylight it also generates heat from the outside air. In the evening, this panel,
together with a heat pump, can generate heat because of this combination (more
information via: https://www.triplesolar.eu).

56,337

The heat source for the heat pump variates per application and can be the exhaust
ventilation air, ground, outside air, heat network, heat of a PVT panel, surface water and
so on. A heat pump has a very high efficiency which reduces the energy demands, and
consequently the energy bills, significantly. Besides that, the heat pump requires only
limited maintenance and has a lifespan of over 25 years. However, the initial investment
costs of the heat pump are high and it takes (almost) the full lifespan to earn back these
investments. Source: City-zen Catalogue of measures

211

Background information: Heat pump

1

Measures:
▪ PV panels
▪ Heat pump
▪ Energy efficient windows in the basement roof
▪ Low temperature radiators

p. 15
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Lessons learned by Frits
• Our experience is that a normal constructor is less able to do the engineering. It is not complex
but in general they do not want to look beyond a gas fueled installation.
• It is possible to heat an old, not well insulated house without gas.
• The fence is a good source for the heat pump for dwellings in Amsterdam.
• Spending time to play with the heat pump settings pays off: I managed to increase the COP
(heat pump efficiency) from 3.5 to 4.2.
• Using a modulating heat pump also pays off: It is not necessary to calculate the transmission
and ventilation coefficients very accurately.

Technology: Hybrid Heat pumps

Hybrid Heat pumps are a combination of a gas boiler and an air-source heat pump. They
can provide heating between 25C and 80C. With these temperatures they can be used
with every heating system, keeping the existing piping system and radiators. Also the
insulation quality of the building doesn’t need to be upgraded since the hybrid heat pump
can provide high temperature heat. There are three operation modes: 1. Heat pump only:
about 60% of the year when the outdoor temperatures are mild. 2. Hybrid mode: for about
20% of the year the heat pump and condensing boiler work together when the outdoor
temperatures are between -2C and 3C. 3. Boiler only: remaining 20% of the year, when
the temperatures drop below -2C. 70%-80% of the energy for space heating is provided by
the air source of the heat pump (renewable). The domestic hot water supplies are provided
by the boiler, however preheating with the heat pump is possible in combination with a
water storage tank to increase the efficiency. Source: City-zen Catalogue of measures

p. 16
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BECAUSE YOU’RE WORTH IT. A WOOD STOVE BOILER!
Building category:
Single family house

City-zen subsidy:
€ 5,000

Who?
Koos Marinus

With this renovation Koos is unique in his neighborhood. They have an exemplary role for the
neighbors now. The measures they took were: double glazing, insulation, PV panels, floor heating,
smart heat saving technologies and a boy’s dream: a wood stove boiler. Just like his dad Koos loves
making fire. When his house had to be renovated completely, one thing he knew for sure. There had
to be a wood stove. “In my youth we had a wood stove. I like the warmth from a stove.” Besides Koos
wanted to make his house as energy efficient as possible.

43,200
6,600
36,600
85%

Lessons learned by Koos
▪ It would have been better if there was a company that did everything for me...
▪ I regret that I missed some measures due to lack of knowledge of that time.
▪ Make use of subsidizing opportunities, they make energy neutral building financially
attractive.
▪ Learn about the process beforehand. There are a lot of websites (for example
www.milieucentraal.nl (in Dutch)) that have information about energy efficient renovation
and (a.o.) PV panels.

100

Koos nearly had any knowledge about energy and installations, but his curiosity made him take
this step. He spends his evenings searching for energy saving measures and made his own
roadmap. This came in very handy when his contractor was less charmed of the idea to
rebuilding energy neutral. “I had to be on top of it, to make sure he implemented the right
measures”.

1

“We had some delays because one of the suppliers made some calculation mistakes. It took us
a lot of energy to correct this. We also had some problems with insulation because of rats and
sand, that prevented the insulation to stick. Although the builder had to be corrected
occasionally, it was all worth the effort. We are very pleased with the result. The comfort is
perfect although the house has a lot of windows, the house stays warm for a long time.”

Photo: To Huidekoper
Interview: by Colette van der Minne
https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/posts/going-off-the-grid-in-amsterdam-what-on-earth-was-ii01bgaf

p. 17
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Technology: Central heating with biomass by making use of a wood or pellet boiler

Plants convert solar energy into chemical energy with photosynthesis. This thermal energy will be
released with the combustion of the biomass. This means that energy is stored in biomass and can be
released when needed. Examples of biomass sources are wood, seaweed, energy crops and so on.
The combustion of wood can take place in a wood boiler, stove or pellet boiler. The energy can be used
for heat and domestic hot water supply. While stoves do only provide space heating for a single room,
the boiler can provide both heating and hot water to a building. The existing heat system can be used
(probably radiators). However, a large storage space is required for the storage of wood and the
storage tank. However, the sustainability of heating with wood biomass is under discussion. Wood
pellets and chips are mostly imported from Scandinavia or Canada. This results in large CO2-emissions
during transportation. There are also concerns about air quality in cities.
Cost-benefit
A wood or pellet boiler is more expensive than a gas boiler. Because of the discussion about its
sustainability the subsidies for the pellet boiler have been cancelled.
Stakeholders
The main stakeholder will be the resident or owner of the building.
Implementation strategy
To implement the pellet boiler heating first a wood source should be found that can be considered as
sustainable (in the close vicinity of the building and not leading into deforestation). The building should
have space for the storage facility of the wood and the installation. Beside these requirements no
further adaptations to the building are required; since the pellet boiler will deliver high temperature
heat the building envelope and heat system remain the same. Source: City-zen Catalogue of measures

Technology: Mid and low temperature radiators

Low temperature radiators are an optimal solution for renovations where the use of floor heating is
no preferred option. In this way the low temperature heat supply can be provided by simply replacing
the old radiators by new radiators with an extra-large surface area. These radiators are called LT (low
temperature) or oversized radiators. Beside the size there is no difference with conventional radiators.
LT-radiators can supply heat with a maximal temperature of 55°C. Therefore, the house needs to be
insulated according to modern day standards. The increased efficiency makes the use of these
radiators both cheaper and more sustainable. Other benefits are the healthier indoor climate, because
the weaker air flows in the house result in fewer dust particles in the air. A disadvantage of low
temperature heating is that it takes longer to heat up the building. Also, these radiators are less
suitable for rooms that need to be heated up quickly for a short time, like a bedroom.
Cost-benefit
By the energy savings the energy bill will decrease. The other advantage is that in case of a renovation
it takes only small measures to make the heating system suitable for low temperature heating.
Source: City-zen Catalogue of measures
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Technology: Energy retrofit of monuments

Monumental buildings face large problems concerning energy performance and lack of comfort.
Most of these buildings are uninsulated, resulting in large energy losses. Energy retrofitting will not
only increase the energy performance and the thermal comfort of the building but the whole
condition, like noise insulation. In general, most heat is lost by the windows, roofs and the walls.
Insulating these three elements will result in the largest improvements. While renovating monumental
buildings large problems will be faced by its monumental status and the building properties.
Monumental buildings often haves special window, roof and façade structures that determine the
overall look of the building, therefore they should be adapted with care. When insulating the building
this should be done integrally to prevent condensation on non-insulated parts. Since historical
buildings consist mainly of porous materials that absorb moisture it is required to allow the building to
breathe. Releasing humidity sustains the building and a healthy indoor climate. This should be taken
into account while insulating and sealing the building.
Windows
The replacement of the window frames and glazing is not always allowed. Pre-war (bubbled) glass may
not be removed and therefore the only option is to place a window pane behind the existing glazing.
Walls
Insulating the monument from the outside will be the most efficient. However due to the protected
status this might not be possible. Monumental buildings were often constructed before we made use
of cavity walls. Thus, the only option is to insulate the building from the inside. However, this is only
possible if these inside walls do not have an important cultural-historical value. At the same time with
insulation from the inside it is difficult to remove cold bridges.
Solar generation on roof
For all monuments a permit is required to install PV panels. Placing photovoltaics on the roof is not
allowed for monuments with a cultural, historical value, a roof with a special shape, tiles in special
patterns, roof with less commonly used materials (like thatch and slate) or a roof that is part of a special
historical roof landscape.
To increase the energy performance beside by increasing insulation values and adding PV, the heat
installations and ventilation system can be replaced. Even after renovation monuments will mostly still
require high temperature heating. Therefore, potential heat systems will be pellet boiler (wood), high
efficiency boilers or collective heat networks on high temperature heat. Ground or air-source heat
pumps can also be an option; however, their efficiency will be low due to the high heating temperature.
For ventilation of the building often natural ventilation will be kept, but heat recovery units will be
added to save heating costs.
A qualified architectural historian can indicate the cultural values of a building and the possibilities and
limitations for the energy retrofit. To maintain the historical value of the building a renovation architect
or designer would be helpful. Source: City-zen Catalogue of measures

Heat losses average monument (drawing &
percentages by E.J. Nusselder)

Thermographic photograph (by E.J. Nusselder)
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TO BE. OR NOT TO BE A ‘ZERO-ENERGY-HOUSE’
Building category:
(canal) house

City-zen subsidy:
€ 13,600

Who?
Hans de Kok

The total renovation of this monumental house (1856) was focused on keeping the historic values and
optimize living comfort. With the main goal to become a ‘zero-on-the-meter house’, which means
zero- energy-house.

63,104
1,088
62,016
98%

Measures:
• Premium insulation (floor, walls, roof)
• Foundation repair (age 150 years old)
• Hybrid water heat pump
• Geothermal storage in new foundation integrated (De Groene Paal)
• Air heat pump ventilation
• Floor and wall heating/cooling
• PV panels
• Wood pellet stove
• Disconnection from gas network
• Chandelier with LED lighting

272

This renovation exposed a few downsides: 1) very high costs, 2) a test of endurance, 3) waiting
to move (bridging period is inconvenient), 4) (too) many hours of project management.

1

No more gas usage for heating and little electricity usage. Hans is very pleased with the result.
“Our house is still 100% in traditional condition and looks historical aesthetically perfect, while
we benefit from latest technology”. The CO2 footprint of the house is nearly zero. The renovation
resulted in a high comfort living. “We have cooling in the summer and in the winter a very
constant temperature due to the heat pump and wall heating”. For this project an analysis has
been made by an expert in energy retrofitting monuments. After the renovation it is concluded
that the measures were on the best technical level according to the restrictions the building has
like construction and regulation.
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TO TREASURE! A MONUMENTAL RENOVATION
Building category:
(canal) house

City-zen subsidy:
€ 8,950

Who?
Nicky den Ouden

1

This monumental canal house, where Nicky lives, was in very bad shape. Multiple aspects had to be
taken into account when considering possible renovation: historical and monumental, construction,
energy, esthetics, transformation into modern living apartment. It required the help of a constructor,
architect, energy consultant and an installation company to come up with feasible solutions.
Despite its monument status, the window glass on the front was replaced by monumental glass.
Nicky: “The house is very comfortable and the climate regulation is perfect”. Which is a big
difference with the old home where Nicky had to adjust the temperature all the time. Because
of the airtight insulation, it’s also very quiet inside, even if the building is in the middle of
Amsterdam.
179
92%

▪
▪
▪

81,624

Technology: Smart (heat saving) technologies

6,623

Nicky: “We chose a hybrid heat pump
solution for heating and hot water; now I
would choose an all-electric solution.”

88,247

Measures:
▪ Very heavy insulation throughout the house: windows, walls, roof
▪ Innovative heating system with a hybrid heat pump using new foundation piles as a
heat source (De Groene Paal).
▪ Low temperature floor heating and low temperature convection heating.
▪ Airtight renovation, triple glazing, balanced ventilation with heat recovery.

Fiber optic for daylighting
Green roof garden
Shower heat exchanger:
▪ This exchanger preheats the cold water that flows towards the shower with hot
water that is drained while taking the shower before it is heated by the boiler. This
increases the efficiency of the boiler. Source: City-zen Catalogue of measures

Ecodrain shower heat exchanger (www.ecodrain.ca)
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Technology: Geothermal piles

At the Jan van der Heijdenstraat geothermal piles have been installed. The foundation
needed replacement, 14 new geothermal piles were installed. These piles are each
equipped with 28m of heat exchanging pipes, which yields a heating capacity for 2
apartments. The technique, which is patented, is a heat exchanger which is placed in the
piles in combination with a heat pump. Through these heat exchangers cold liquid flows,
which through an ambient temperature of the soil will be warmed up with a few degrees.
The heat from the earth is transformed by the heat pump to energy that can be used to
heat or cool the dwelling. It is also possible to choose a hybrid solution. A smaller heat
pump is connected to a central heating boiler. The boiler assists when the weather is
extremely cold.

Interview: ‘De groene paal’ – geothermal piles

• Which innovative technical solution have you inserted?
We applied a pole in multiple projects where there was a foundation repair. We combine
our foundation piles technique in such a way that we avoid unnecessary pollution of the
soil with a heat exchanger.
• Which technical solution is the most special?
The prestige projects are the ones where, while building, new foundation piles are used for
temporarily supporting the dwelling, a so-called table construction. It means that we need
to find solutions to cut through and connect the transport pipes afterwards without
damage. Main challenge is the connection on top of the pole and the possible
condensation. In the meanwhile we have had all the pipes, also the screw injection and
prefab piles.
• What makes these projects complex?
The main difficulty in these projects is the cooperation between multiple parties. Important
is that one party takes the main responsibility about the whole system. This guarantees the
client that no discussion will arise about who is responsible for what afterwards.
• What would you advice people who would like to renovate their dwelling?
Keep in mind to start early with preparations. Mainly to take the time to inform all
parties. Bur also for permits. For example we have to ask permission for our underground
activities. This procedure takes four weeks.
Website ‘De Groene Paal’: http://www.degroenepaal.nl/projecten/
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THAT’S A HULL OF A SHIP
Building category:
House boat

City-zen subsidy:
€ 10,250

Who?
Sietse Agema

House boat owner Sietse refurbished an old hull ship into a new housing boat. His opinion is that a
renovation is quite expensive which makes it rather exclusive and he can imagine that other people
would invest their money differently. He claims that in Amsterdam people live in a house on one
location for 7 years max.
1
7,585
107,420

Although Sietse made the preparations for connecting the heat woodstove to the buffers, the
actual woodstove is not yet installed. One of the reasons is the discussion about the added value
of a woodstove to the reduction of greenhouse gases in general but also causing local emission
especially in dense urban areas. As there are some developments for woodstoves with some kind
of flue gas cleaning, reducing the dust emissions, Sietse decided to postpone making the decision.

115,005

According to Sietse the insulation and double glass bring most of the comfort. The double 500
litre storage brings a lot of flexibility and storage capacity, which means in summer they do not
use the heat-pump and in winter, they hope to limit the use of the heat-pump when using the
heat stove.

205

Measures:
▪ Insulation, double glazing
▪ Air/water heat pump
▪ PV panels
▪ Two heat buffers 500 liter thermal connected

93%

Lessons learned by Sietse
• I like the solar boilers and the extra buffer capacity creating flexibility and storage
opportunities for alternatives other than heat pump and electricity.
• Doing it step by step. Invest upfront in the basic infrastructure only so you can limit the initial
overall costs and spread them over time.
• In my case the heat stove and solar panels were cut from the initial budget to have extra money
for smart infrastructure. Almost a year later I already saved enough money to invest in the
solar panels and after that the heat stove.
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CHAPTER 5 – Zero-energy -building

Technology: “Zero-energy-house”

A full property upgrade for poor performing detached houses – into future proof dwellings with zero
energy bills
With a 'zero on the meter' (zero-energy) house, all incoming and outgoing energy flows are annually
in balance. 'Zero on the meter' is a Dutch concept to make the transformation of existing buildings into
zero energy buildings, simpler, cheaper and faster. The concept of 'zero on the meter' provides a local
structure, professional advice and cheap financing in the form of a foundation at district or village level.
It allows homeowners to realize energy savings and sustainability without investing their own money.
Every building requires a unique approach to achieve ‘zero on the meter’ with a low budget. But the
first step is always lowering the energy demand and avoiding heat loss as much as possible. Principles
like energy efficient lighting, demand-response appliances, a home energy manager, wall and roof
insulation, high performance thermal windows/doors, geothermal heating and cooling system and
high efficiency heat pumps may be used. In the next step the energy demands will be reduced by the
re-use of energy streams in the building; for example by the use of heat recovery in the ventilation
system. The final step is to fulfil the remaining energy demands by adding principles that produce
energy like wind power systems, solar thermal heating systems and solar panels.
Cost-benefit
The zero-on-the-meter concept results in an energy concept in which the energy demands over the
year are in balance with the amount of energy generated. This means that over the year the net energy
use is zero. The final payback time of the renovation towards zero-on-the-meter depends on the
energy costs before the renovation, building characteristics and the chosen concept. When the
building is owned by a housing corporation the tenant pays a certain rent surplus each year for the
energy renovation, the so called ‘Energieprestatievergoeding’ (energy performance compensation,
EPV). In this way not only the resident benefits from the renovations by living in a zero-on-the-meter
house with high comfort levels for the same or even lower monthly expenses as before the
renovations, but also the investment by the corporations will (partly) be paid back with the income of
the EPV. Source: City-zen Catalogue of measures
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A WINNER IS A DREAMER WHO NEVER GIVES UP – STRUGGLES WITH A CONTRACTOR
Building category:
Single family house

City-zen subsidy:
€ 7,450

Who?
Bert Kooi

What if your roof is too small to place PV panels on? Then you build a roof in the garden. One of the
participants is Bert. Purely based on his interest in technical ingenuity and the ability to make his home
self-sufficient, he made the choice to turn his home into an all-electric one. Bert is fond of technological
innovation just like his grandfather who installed gas heaters in Dutch households in the 1960s. As it
turns out, his newly installed heat pump is made by the same manufacturer as the gas heaters his
grandfather used to work with. That builds trust for Bert. “And now I hope to experience the transition
where houses are being removed from gas connections.”

21,009
1,639
19,370
92%

When it came to the actual execution…

149

“At first I wanted solar panels. With that in mind I met with an energy advisor. But the advisor
recommended to take a further step and consider a “zero-energy-house”. At the time our house
was twenty years old, which makes you want to invest. For us this was the perfect moment to
deal with this situation. It’s something that has my interest, so I was open for a rigorous change.
Altogether, there is a lot happening at that point. Solar panels, heat and water pumps, low
temperature convectors, underfloor heating and finally additional electrical facilities in the
meter cupboard and power cables that had to be dispatched. The technology often isn’t new,
what makes it complex is the installation and customization in a home.”

1

Measures:
▪ Zero-energy-house
▪ PV panels on roof and in the garden (see picture on next page)
▪ Hybrid air/water heat pump
▪ Low temperature convector in bedrooms
▪ Floor heating (living room and kitchen)
▪ Disconnection from gas network
▪ One of the Virtual Power Plant participant; pilot for storing redundant energy (see page
26)

“I opted for a total package. Convenient, because with the entire renovation being done by one
construction company the quotation includes everything. Once we were in the process, I found out
that the energy consultant didn’t have as much experience as I previously thought, and many things
were new. I couldn’t rely on a good coordination and planning. This caused many frustrations and
delays in the project. We’d agreed on a fixed price, so the setbacks and additional costs were for the
energy consultant. Except for a bit more energy the project fortunately didn’t cost more. Giving
feedback to the consultant didn’t make much sense, since this was evaded or unanswered.”
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Take into account the risks
“This wisdom came into effect during the implementation. You choose someone based on a good
feeling and in my case, I also trusted the products I was to purchase for this renovation. Evidently,
I’ve done my research, but beforehand I could not realize what the risks were. In my case these were
mainly in the dependability on the advisor.”
In Bert’s case this didn’t came off easy. But, all’s well that ends well. The house is almost entirely selfsupportive, is certified with energy label A, is newly appraised and has increased in value. But that
didn’t come without some struggles. And that’s something that is worth sharing too.
“I don’t really mind that it’s a new challenge for a company, but during such an extensive and intensive
renovation project I expect openness and honesty. That is an essential part of the collaboration and in
this case mainly an advice to the energy consultant.”
Now the renovation, after an initial delay, has been completed successfully, Bert also takes part in a
pilot project. The City-zen Virtual-Power-Plant pilot is a battery that stores the sustainable generated
energy. This gives Bert the chance to relax and enjoy the energy bill.
“I now like to share the experiences that I have gained with others who are interested in sustainable
renovating their dwelling. At the time I also searched for people in my personal environment and
professionals to assess my experiences. All insights help and it’s also a good thing that I wasn’t aware
of all the risks in advance.”

Lessons learned by Bert
• Make an inventory of the risks. How dependent are you on your energy advisor and
supplier(s)?
• Think about how much you pay in advance and how much later in the process.
• Make a list of the advantages and disadvantages of a total renovation package.
• Do a background check of the energy consultant’s company: continuity, delivery time, and
experiences in sustainable home renovation.
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Technology: Virtual power plant

INTEGRATION OF DECENTRALIZED (RENEWABLE) ENERGY RESOURCES INTO A SMART GRID TO
BALANCE THE DEMANDS AND SUPPLIES
A virtual power plant (VPP) combines multiple decentralized energy resources into one network to
balance the demands and supplies in the network. The VPP plays the same grid balancing role as a
normal power plant while at the same time the renewable units will generate a similar output as a
mid-sized power plant. Examples of these energy resources are batteries, PV, wind turbines, electric
vehicle or micro-CHP. Although the sources are integrated into one smart grid system they are
independently operated and owned. The collaboration is provided by the IT control system that
monitors, predicts and dispatches the network units. A demonstration project of the VPP in
Amsterdam Nieuw-West is based on batteries that are installed by about 50 households. These
batteries are connected to an IT control system that can determine when to store, use or sell the
electricity generated by the PV panels on the roofs. At the same time this smart grid also supports the
local electricity network.
In addition, the VPP accounts for the energy usage and production of the individuals and controls the
batteries depending on the collective energy profile. In the City-Zen VPP project all facets of real-life
implementation of a VPP were encountered. The innovation demonstrates technology integration of
hard- and software in combination with the social interactions with citizens.
Cost-benefit
Although the integration of IT solutions into the electricity network will increase the costs for the
network, money will be saved by preventing blackouts and by making optimal use of the price
fluctuations in the network. The benefit of combining PV with batteries is that it enables possibilities
for additional renewable energy production; there are no additional investments in grid and
production infrastructure. Currently, energy suppliers function in a top-down system. They own the
production units and thus own both the power and benefits. In a bottom-up energy system, as applied
in this project, the power shifts from energy suppliers to prosumers, creating revenues and possibilities
for end-users on a playing field with energy suppliers.
Stakeholders
Since the virtual power plant consists out of multiple independently owned energy resources there are
a lot of stakeholders involved in these projects. Beside these small energy producers or storage facility
operators, the electricity network operator, the conventional power system operators, energy
retailers, the IT control system operator and large or small energy consumers (prosumers) should be
involved in the project.
Implementation strategy
The implementation of a VPP requires several technical adaptions. Smart meters need to be
installed to monitor the production and consumption, batteries need to be installed, communication
will be set up and soft-and hardware need to be integrated. Without consumers the virtual power
plant is not viable. Therefore, participants need to be recruited. These citizens need to be motivated
based on two key aspects: comfort, financial incentives and sustainability (socio-economic viability).
To control the batteries and inverters, software needs to be developed
by the manufacturer of inverters and aggregators. Source: City-zen
Catalogue of measures
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BACK TO SCHOOL! COLLABORATING VIA A SOCIOCRACY CONSULTATION MODEL
Building category:
Apartments / Social housing

City-zen subsidy:
€ 17,000

Who?
Marjolein Cazimier

The members of owners association ‘Ons Dorp (our village) Amsterdam’ (ODA) were selected by the
municipality of Amsterdam to make a plan for renovating an old school building. The high ambitions
on sustainable building was one of the reasons they were selected to carry out the project.

8,185
698,999
99%

Lessons learned by Lucas
• When you’re in a project with more people, the pitfall is to quickly look at the technical
aspects. Therefore we focused on the ambitions and our dreams and ask ourselves the
question “Why do we want this?” continuously. Then you can find the right measures
that suit the building, apartments and your ambitions.
• Work with an architect and a consultant with proven experiences and select only highquality contractors. Working with quality makes great quality.

707,184

Because the roof of some of the apartments were not big enough for the amount of PV panels
the municipality of Amsterdam made a roof available which was located nearby. Therefore the
association could become as self-sufficient as possible.

1,637

What helped the association was a plan for the building prepared by three parties: an
experienced architect and builder and a sustainability consultant. The collaboration resulted in
a very clear description of the specifications and conditions in the contract document.

10

With 10 future home owners they founded a working association with different committees:
board, building, sustainability and a member committee. Every committee had a team captain
who was responsible for the deliverables and deadlines. They used a sociocracy consultation
model which means: decisions are made in consultation with each other, in consideration of
the needs of each person in the context of the aims of the organization. This resulted in a
professional and successful way of decision making.
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UPGRADING ENGLISH DWELLINGS INTO NEW STANDARDS
Building category:
Social housing cooperation

City-zen subsidy:
€ 404,050 (project Airey I)

Who?
Eigen Haard

The Dutch housing corporation Eigen Haard was one of the housing corporations that received a Cityzen energy renovation subsidy. The organization opted to renovate 5 (social housing) apartment
blocks.

3,450,587
565,670
2,884,917
84%

In this case the rent was increased but stays within the fixed limits of the Dutch social sector.
The tenants rent 4 PV panels for a lower amount than the savings on their energy bill. The
investment for the PV panels was made by HuurDeZon – a commercial company. The tenants
receive instructions on how to use their renovated home to make sure they use just enough
electricity to warm their homes and not heat more rooms or increase the temperature for a
warmer house. This might have a negative effect on the actual energy (and CO2 emission)
savings.

8,081

Measures:
- Internal insulation and HR+++ glazing
- PV Panels (about 550 in total)
- CO2 controlled ventilation
- HR107 boilers
- Bringing the total building related energy down to 70 kwh/m2/yr

138

These apartment blocks in Slotermeer (Amsterdam) are built according to the Airey method from
the early fifties. This revolutionary English system to quickly build homes was used during the
post WWII reconstruction period. Temporary and cheap solutions were necessary because of
the high shortage in housing. In the Netherlands many of these blocks were built. These
dwellings don’t meet today’s living standards; apartments are drafty, noisy and not future-proof.

The increased energy efficiency has resulted in obtaining higher energy label qualification,
dwellings rose with 5 energy label grades (e.g. from F to A).
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